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SECTION 1: CURRICULUM

The curriculum section includes the following subjects: English, Maths, Science (Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Applied Science), Humanities (History, Geography, Religious Studies), Modern Foreign
Languages (French and Spanish), Computing, BTEC Business Studies, Economics, Computer Science,
BTEC Information Technology, Creative Technologies (BTEC Engineering, BTEC Construction, Design
and Technology, Food Technology), Media Studies, Art, Photography, Physical Education, Performing
Arts (Music and Drama) and Psychology.
The following areas of learning are promoted across the whole curriculum
•
•
•
•

Spiritual, Moral, Social, Cultural (SMSC) and British Values
Personal,, Social and Health Education (PSHE)
Growth Mindset
Cross Curricular literacy and numeracy

The curriculum is structured in units and topics of work, which map the curriculum to the learning
outcomes and assessment required for GCSEs in each subject area over a five year period. This is
divided into two key stages. Yr7, Yr8 and Y9 for Key Stage 3. Yr10 and Yr11 form Key Stage 4. Yr12
and Yr13 form Key Stage 5.
In addition to the standard 6 period day timetable, tutor time is used to develop thinking skills,
knowledge and understanding relating to PSHE and SMSC. A variety of clubs and activities are
offered after school which serve as enrichment. Internal and external events and trips are also used
to supplement the timetable.
KEY STAGE 3
Subject
English
Maths
Science
MFL (Spanish)
Humanities (History, Geography, Religious Studies)
Music
Drama
PE
Creative Technology (Design and Technology, Art, Food Technology)
Computing

Lessons
5
5
5
2
3
1
2
2
4 (on a termly
rotation)
1
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KEY STAGE 4 (current offering)
Subject
GCSE English Language re-sit
GCSE Maths re-sit

Lessons
6
6

Currently our Key Stage 4 provision is for post-16 students that still need to gain their GCSE English
Language and/or Maths qualification. They study the GCSE subjects alongside a level 2 or level 3
BTEC subject.
KEY STAGE 5
Subject
English Literature
Maths
Science (Biology, Chemistry, Physics)
MFL (Spanish and French)
Humanities (History)
BTEC Engineering (level 2 and 3)
BTEC Applied Science
BTEC Business Studies (level 2 and 3)
BTEC Information Technology (level 3)
Economics
Computer Science
Art
Media Studies
Photography
Psychology

Lessons
6
6
6
6
6
16
15
16
16
6
6
6
6
6
6

The Sixth Form offers two pathways; AS and A level or BTEC level 2 and 3. Students can only embark
on one of these pathways and cannot combine A level and BTEC courses due to the requirements of
each course.
PERSONAL TUTORING
Each tutor group is part of one of the RGTS houses. Comprising of 25-30 students from the
associated year group, it is led by a Tutor (member of the teaching staff). The whole tutor group
meets every morning from 8:50-9:10am and every afternoon from 12:50-13:10pm for Yr8 and 13:3013:50pm for Yr7. During this time, routines of checking attendance, equipment, homework, rewards
and sanctions are carried out, as well as SMSC and PSHE.
EVENTS, VISITS AND ENRICHMENT
The curriculum is enhanced and reinforced by by relevant visits, activities and trips. Local, national
and international events are celebrated and integrated within the curriculum and SMSC (e.g.
National Poetry week).
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Assemblies enhance our commitment to the RGTS core values and ethos as well as SMSC and PSHE
topics by team delivery, multi-media input and visiting speakers.

CLASSES
RGTS believes in a variety of grouping appropriate to purpose e.g. mixed ability groups and sets. In
Key Stage 3, students are in mixed ability classes for all subjects apart from Maths.

SECTION 2. TEACHING AND LEARNING
Teaching and learning is our top priority at Royal Greenwich Trust School. Our core tenets are:

HIGH EXPECTATIONS
At Royal Greenwich Trust School, our high expectations of teaching and learning revolves around the
concept of depth and mastery:
•
•

Depth in teaching means that we see our teachers as experts in their subject field, they are
empowered to focus on imparting their expertise and knowledge to our students.
Depth in Learning means that we expect all of our students to be challenged and achieve
mastery in each of their subject areas

BASIC TEACHING AND LEARNING EXPECTATIONS OF STAFF
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Lessons follow LTPs and MTPs as outlined by HoD
Lessons are fully prepared in advance using Standardised RGTS PowerPoint and with
supporting resources where necessary
Lessons follow the RGTS lesson structure as closely as possible
GCSE, BTEC and A level subjects demonstrate a minimum of 1 live OR retrospective teacher
mark and student response per 2 weeks
ALL KS3 subjects demonstrate a minimum of 1 live mark OR retrospective teacher mark and
student response per 2 weeks with the exception of:
o Music (every 3 weeks)
o Computing (every 3 weeks)
In practical subjects, there is an element of written work built in to most lessons or
homework
ALL deadlines are met regarding assessment week preparation and data entry on DPR and
SIMS
Literacy and numeracy errors addressed in all subjects
Homework set in accordance with KS3 and KS5 policy
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SEATING PLANS
Seating students with thought and purpose creates the best learning environment for student
progress. Seating plans may be ‘tweaked’ on a daily or weekly basis but they should consider the
following aspects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mixed genders
Mixed ethnicities
Mixed DP and non-DP
Mixed SEN and non-SEN
Mixed abilities (where appropriate)
Appropriate behaviour/relationship mix

The seating plan that works is the one that staff feel is most conducive to the learning environment
and atmosphere and students should not be allowed to sit where they choose. Seating plans for all
KS3, KS4 and KS5 classes, and all rooms if you teach a class in more than one room, should be
uploaded into the ‘seating plan’ sub-folder within each subject area on the staff shared drive. An
example of a seating plan is below:

LESSON STRUCTURE
Consistency is in learning is powerful and effective in developing excellent learning habits, therefore
all RGTS lessons are based on the same core structure for effective learning. This should be used as
the basis for planning the learning journey of each lesson but of course outstanding teaching will
utilise a variety of other methods to enhance learning and progress for each student.
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50 MINUTE LESSON KS3

Lesson
step/stage

Detail of lesson
step/stage
Settle/date/title/learning
objectives

1: Settle and

Starter

starter (5)

(5)

Introduce the initial
skill/knowledge/
content to students

3:

Quick independent task
for students to
demonstrate they
comprehend the
skill/knowledge/content
at this level

2: Introduce

Comprehension
(5)

4: Deepen
(10)

5: Model (5)
6:
Independent
task (15)

Teacher introduces
additional content which
deepens the level of
skill/knowledge/content/
understanding
Teacher to model to
students what mastery of
the skill/knowledge/
content the lesson is
covering looks like
Longer independent task
for students which
demonstrates both
progress and level of
mastery in
skill/knowledge/content/
understanding.

What should the learning look like?
•
•
•

Big/key question
Key terms definitions
Making links/connections with prior
learning/existing knowledge
• Reading key information/material
• Odd one out
• Blooms-style questions (initial stages)
• Profiles/fact-files
• Prioritising
Teacher delivers content to students

•

Guided/scaffolded responses (writing/method
frames)
• Students can demonstrate clear comprehension of
the fundamental elements of the learning
objectives
• Visual organisers (graph/table etc.) to
demonstrate concise progress
• Storyboarding to break down processes/methods
• Filling in gaps written exercise
• Key terms etc. match ups
• Labelling
• What if…?
Teacher delivers content to students to deepen their
understanding

Looking at high level models/exemplars with teacher
guidance

•
•
•
•
•
•

Extended work/task
Independent answering of exam/assessment-style
response
Higher level comprehension/understanding
required questions (higher Blooms stages)
Note making/taking
Comparisons
Correct/change/modify poor example
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•

Clear success criteria set
for students

7: ‘got it’ (5)

Live mark opp for teacher
Written mini-assessment
of
content/skill/knowledgehave they ‘got’ the lesson
objectives?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Live mark opp for teacher

‘Stock’ answer models/banned phrases to aid
progress in writing/expression/demonstration

Teacher and students assess progress
Evaluating
Summarising
Guides/advice for others
Predictions
Reasoning/justification
If this is the answer, what’s the question?
Return to big/key question

100 MINUTE LESSON KS3, GCSE and KS5

Lesson step/stage

Detail of lesson
step/stage
Settle/date/title/learnin
g objectives

1: Settle and

Starter

starter (5)

2: Introduce
(5)

3:
Comprehension
(10)

4: Deepen
(10)

Introduce the initial
skill/knowledge/
content to students
Independent task for
students to
demonstrate they
comprehend the
skill/knowledge/content
at this level

Teacher introduces
additional content
which deepens the level
of

What should the learning look like?
•
•
•

Big/key question
Key terms definitions
Making links/connections with prior learning/existing
knowledge
• Reading key information/material
• Odd one out
• Blooms-style questions (initial stages)
• Profiles/fact-files
• Prioritising
Teacher delivers content to students

•
•

Guided/scaffolded responses (writing/method frames)
Students can demonstrate clear comprehension of the
fundamental elements of the learning objectives
• Visual organisers (graph/table etc.) to
demonstrate concise progress
• Storyboarding to break down processes/methods
• Filling in gaps written exercise
• Key terms etc. match ups
• Labelling
• What if…?
Teacher delivers content to students to deepen their
understanding
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5: Scaffold
(15)

6: Model (5)
7:
Understanding
the model (5)

skill/knowledge/content
/understanding
Independent task for
students ascertain
progress at this stage.
Ensure it is scaffolded
and guided
Live mark opp for
teacher

Teacher to model to
students what mastery
of the skill/knowledge/
content the lesson is
covering looks like
Task for students which
demonstrates that they
understand the model
and how it
demonstrates mastery

8:

Longer independent
task for students which
demonstrates both
progress and level of
mastery in
skill/knowledge/content
/understanding.

Independent
task (25-30)

Clear success criteria set
for students
Live mark opp for
teacher

9: ‘got it’ (10)

Written miniassessment of
content/skill/knowledge
- have they ‘got’ the
lesson objectives?

Teacher and students assess progress
• Tasks not covered in step 3
• Clear writing/process scaffold or frame for students to
use
• Key points to include
• Sentence starters or key terms/phrases to include
• Stagger information/content/expectations- students
must change, modify and re-draft work accordingly
• Use resource/info packs to add-on or investigate areas
further
Looking at high level models/exemplars with teacher
guidance

•
•
•
•
•

Colour coding/annotating against success criteria
Selecting examples from model
Labelling
Summarising success of model
Select areas or aspects they would like to ‘replicate’
from the model in their own way

•
•

Extended work/task
Independent answering of exam/assessment-style
response
Higher level comprehension/understanding required
questions (higher Blooms stages)
More challenging exercises with less support
Note making/taking
Comparisons
Reading longer texts- extracting and analysing key
point/information
Correct/change/modify poor example
‘Stock’ answer models/banned phrases to aid progress
in writing/expression/demonstration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teacher and students assess progress
Evaluating
Summarising
Guides/advice for others
Predictions
Reasoning/justification
If this is the answer, what’s the question?
Return to big/key question
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100 MINUTE LESSON; BTEC
BTEC courses follow a modified version of the 100 minute lesson structure to account for practical
and coursework elements. There are 3 lesson structures for staff to implement:
•
•
•

Theory
Coursework
Practical

BTEC 100 MINUTE LESSON; THEORY

Lesson
step/stage

Detail of lesson
step/stage
Settle/date/title/learning
objectives

1: Settle and

Starter

starter (10)

2: Introduce
(20)

3:
Independent
task (30)

4: Model (15)
5: Review
(15)

Introduce the initial
skill/knowledge/
content to students
Longer independent task
for students which
demonstrates both
progress and level of
mastery in
skill/knowledge/content/
understanding.
Clear success criteria set
for students
Live mark opp for teacher
Teacher to model or
demonstrate to students
what mastery of the
skill/knowledge/
content the lesson is
covering looks like
Students to review their
independent work in light
of the model

What should the learning look like?
•
•
•

Big/key question
Key terms definitions
Making links/connections with prior
learning/existing knowledge
• Reading key information/material
• Odd one out
• Blooms-style questions (initial stages)
• Profiles/fact-files
• Prioritising
Teacher delivers content to students

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extended work/task
Independent answering of exam/assessment-style
response
Higher level comprehension/understanding
required questions (higher Blooms stages)
Note making/taking
Comparisons
Correct/change/modify poor example
‘Stock’ answer models/banned phrases to aid
progress in writing/expression/demonstration

Looking at high level models/exemplars with teacher
guidance

Utilise target codes, feedback and ‘fix-it’
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6: ‘got it’ (10)

Written mini-assessment
of
content/skill/knowledgehave they ‘got’ the lesson
objectives?
Live mark opp for teacher

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teacher and students assess progress
Evaluating
Summarising
Guides/advice for others
Predictions
Reasoning/justification
If this is the answer, what’s the question?
Return to big/key question

BTEC 100 MINUTE LESSON; COURSEWORK

Lesson
step/stage

Detail of lesson
step/stage
Settle/date/title/learning
objectives

1: Settle and

Independent
task (40)

Longer independent task
for students which
demonstrates both
progress and level of
mastery in
skill/knowledge/content/
understanding.
Clear success criteria set
for students

(20)

Live mark opp for teacher
Teacher to model to
students what mastery of
the skill/knowledge/
content the lesson is
covering looks like
Students to review their
independent work in light
of the model

5: ‘got it’ (10)

Written mini-assessment
of
content/skill/knowledge-

3: Model (20)
4: Review

•
•
•

Starter

starter (10)

2:

What should the learning look like?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Big/key question
Key terms definitions
Making links/connections with prior
learning/existing knowledge
Reading key information/material
Odd one out
Blooms-style questions (initial stages)
Profiles/fact-files
Prioritising
Extended work/task
Independent answering of exam/assessment-style
response
Higher level comprehension/understanding
required questions (higher Blooms stages)
Note making/taking
Comparisons
Correct/change/modify poor example
‘Stock’ answer models/banned phrases to aid
progress in writing/expression/demonstration

Looking at high level models/exemplars with teacher
guidance

Utilise target codes, feedback and ‘fix-it’

•
•
•

Teacher and students assess progress
Evaluating
Summarising
Guides/advice for others
10

have they ‘got’ the lesson
objectives?
Live mark opp for teacher

•
•
•
•

Predictions
Reasoning/justification
If this is the answer, what’s the question?
Return to big/key question

COVER LESSONS
In the event of planned absence such as a trip, medical appointment or externally delivered course,
staff are expected to set cover work for their classes in-line with the scheme of work being followed.
The cover lessons should be planned so they can be delivered silently by the member of staff
covering (who may be from outside the department). In the event of unplanned staff absence, such
as illness, each department is required to have a set of generic, silent cover resources for each year
group (KS3, GCSE and A level) and the Head of Department will direct the covering member of staff
to the resources needed. Heads of Department are expected to record which classes have covered
which cover lessons in the form of a cover tracking spreadsheet to avoid duplication of lessons. An
example of a cover tracking spreadsheet is below:

For BTEC cover lessons, students will continue completing unit coursework.

SECTION 3: ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK
FEEDBACK
To make rapid progress across all their subject areas, students need to receive feedback which is:
•
•
•

Timely and regular- Students must still remember the work when they get feedback.
Students must be used to receiving feedback and how they act on it.
Incisive and precise- The feedback given to students must be related to subject criteria/skills
and be clear in what they need to do to improve.
Actionable- Students must be able to use the feedback provided to improve their work and
be used to this process.
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At RGTS we expect the following marking methods to be used: live marking (in class), retrospective
marking and formal assessment marking to assess student progress. Teachers mark in green pen and
students respond in red. The minimum expectations of live marking are detailed below:
•
•

GCSE, BTEC and A level subjects demonstrate a minimum of 1 live OR retrospective teacher
mark and student response per 2 weeks
ALL KS3 subjects demonstrate a minimum of 1 live mark OR retrospective teacher mark and
student response per 2 weeks with the exception of:
o Music (every 3 weeks)
o Computing (every 3 weeks)

Our feedback and assessment expectations are below:

What is
it?

Informal marking
Self/peer
assessment
Students mark
their work.
Typically a quiz
or match up

Give immediate
feedback,
identify
misconceptions
What is
its
purpose?

Students use
red pen
How is it
marked?

Live marking
Teacher
circulates in
class during
extended
independent
tasks. Mark
using target
codes
Give immediate
feedback,
identify
misconceptions
and literacy
mistakes

Target codes or
comments
annotated by
teacher in
green pen

Retrospective
marking
Teacher marks
extended
independent
tasks out of
class time.
Marks using
target codes

Formal marking
Diagnostic marking
(KS4 and 5)
Extended exam
questions/section of
exam/coursework

Data Drop
assessment
Consolidation
of scheme of
work
skills/section
of exam/full
exam

Summative
exams
Final,
summative
exam

Assess
against
scheme of
work
plan/course
specification
. Cumulative
assessment
of all
learning up
to this
stage.
Overall
grade. Exam
mark
scheme and
literacy
codes.
Students
must action
feedback

Give feedback,
identify
misconceptions
and literacy
mistakes

Give actions to
improve. Correct
any misconceptions
and inform future
lessons/planning

Assess against
scheme of
work plan.
Give actions to
improve.
Correct any
misconception
s and inform
future
lessons/planni
ng

Target codes or
comments
annotated by
teacher in green
pen

Exam mark scheme
and literacy codes.
Students must
action feedback

Exam mark
scheme and
literacy codes.
Students must
action
feedback
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How do
students
respond
(red pen)
How
often?

Correct
mistakes, if
appropriate

Correct
mistakes and
improve work

Correct mistakes Correct mistakes
and improve
and respond to
work
action

On appropriate
tasks

During most
independent
tasks- at least
once per 2
weeks
Books

At least once
per 2 weeks

Once every 2 weeksadd to tracking
spreadsheet

Books

Books- exam
conditions

Books
Where?

Correct
mistakes and
respond to
action
During
calendared
assessment
week

Correct
mistakes
and respond
to action
End of Term
2 and Term
4

KS3- booksexam
conditions
KS4 and 5exam papers

Exam papers

TARGET CODES
Each department has a set of target codes specific to their subject area and are Key Stage 3, Key
Stage 4 and Key Stage 5 specific. These are used for live marking and on a regular basis. Students are
used to the use of these codes and action them immediately during extended independent tasks.
An exemplar is below:

KS3 ENGLISH: READING
TR1 Make the point of your paragraph clear; what image or idea are you
TR2
TR3
TR4
TR5
TR6
TR7

writing about? E.g. ‘The writer describes the weather by using…’
Select a relevant piece of evidence (quote) from the text to support
your point.
Identify the language or structural technique used in the quote. E.g.
‘the writer uses the adjective ‘shiny’ to show that…’ or ‘the writer
uses an exclamation mark to…’
Analyse and explain the word I have circled- what does it show?
How does it reflect the writer’s viewpoint or make a reader feel?
E.g. ‘the word ‘dark’ shows that there is barely any light and makes
the place seem frightening to a reader.’
Extend the detail in your analysis by using the phrases ‘because’.
Use an appropriate comparative connective here such as ‘similarly’,
‘in addition’, ‘however’, ‘in contrast’ etc.
Make sure you are using the PEA paragraph structure and phrases:
Point- In the text the writer…
Evidence- We can see this in the quote…
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TR8

Analysis- This shows that …
Make a link to how the time period is being reflected. E.g. ‘This
suggests that in the Victorian era that…’

LITERACY CODES
Literacy codes are used across the school and in all subject areas to create a consistent focus.

Literacy
// New paragraph needed
Sp Spelling mistake
Capital letter error (needed/not
C needed)
P
Gr
V
?

Student response (in red pen)
N/A
Write correct spelling in margin
Students correct the letter

Punctuation error
(incorrect/missing)
Grammar error (e.g. ‘we was
looking’)
Vocabulary is too simple

Students add, remove or correct
the mistake
Students correct the mistake

Meaning/handwriting is unclear

Students re-write the sentence

Students add in a synonym

SECTION 4: HOMEWORK SETTING AND MONITORING
Homework is valuable way to ensure students are valuing your subject area and working
independently on tasks that you set them. Students that are set quality homework assignments and
know it will be checked by their class teacher, have better outcomes in that particular subject area.

Homework can take on a variety of forms but tasks usually fall in to the following 4 areas:
•
•
•
•

Consolidating Learning
Flipped Learning
Closing gaps in learning
Exams/assessment skills

At RGTS we expect homework to be set regularly, teachers to monitor outcomes and quality as well
as issuing sanctions when expectations aren’t met. The homework schedule and policy for KS3 and
KS5 is detailed below:
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KS3
Homework is set weekly in accordance with the Year 7 and Year 8 homework schedules. This means
that each subject has a specific day for setting and handing in homework. Homework is set via the
‘assignment’ feature on DPR and monitored every 2 weeks by the DoL: Teaching and Learning. A
report is then sent to HoDs highlighting staff not setting homework for further action. Work and
feedback scrutiny that happen every term by SLT and HoDs also highlights where homework is set
and completed in exercise books or not.
Students are expected to note in their planners that homework has been set.

Step 1

Step 2
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Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

KS5
Homework is set more frequently at KS5 due to the nature of A level and BTEC courses. Students
should be noting their homework in their planners. Students should receive an amount of homework
that is reflective of the hours of the course, e.g. is they have 3x100 minute lessons of a particular
subject then they should receive 3 hours of homework/private study a week for that area.

SECTION 5: ASSESSMENT AND DATA REPORTING
The assessment and feedback we provide must have clarity for our students and be actionable so
they can make progress in their learning. It is crucial that our assessment and feedback has had a
visible impact on improving the depth of students’ knowledge and understanding in every subject.
Students’ books and their termly grades/achievements create the picture of their progress,
achievement and understanding. The assessment and feedback of students’ work should inform our
teaching practice on a regular basis; they reflect the student over time which in turn reflects the
quality of our practice.

ASSESSMENT: THE EVALUATION AND JUDGEMENT OF A STUDENT’S ACHIEVEMENT
We assess to improve students’ work ro ensure they are making the best possible progress.
Assessment pieces are likely to be different in different subject areas. In English or Humanities for
example, it is not just about the content in an extended writing piece; it is about how the writing
meets the key objectives and criteria and the highest grades do this with flair and confident
execution. In Science and Maths on the other hand, assessment will not take the form of long,
extended writing; it will be the precise application of methods, processes and subject knowledge
which will lead to an correct or incorrect answer. They key element to remember, regardless of
subject differences, is that assessment is there to lead to improvements and an increase in student
attainment, achievement, confidence and mastery.

FEEDBACK: INFORMATION OR A STATEMENT ABOUT SOMETHING
Feedback is an essential part of effective learning and progress. It helps students understand the
subject being studied and gives clear and guidance on how to improve. Feedback is more strongly
and consistently related to achievement than any other teaching practice and it improves a student’s
confidence, self-awareness and enthusiasm for learning. Effective and concise feedback enhances
learning and improves student outcomes as they feel valued. Feedback also is a vital method of
establishing positive relationships between students and teachers.

QUALITY ASSESSMENT AND FEEDBACK
Quality assessment and feedback is at the heart of outstanding teaching and learning.
When effectively devised, assessment and feedback provides students with the opportunity to
regularly demonstrate what they know in a meaningful context as well as providing all stakeholders
with reliable information about their attainment and progress. Consequently, students, parents,
carers, teachers and school leaders are provided with robust information which can be used to make
curriculum choices and organise interventions that allow students to achieve the greatest possible
success.

LIVE MARKING
Outstanding lessons mean a teacher that is actively monitoring the learning of the class and
live marking ensures that students are receiving instant feedback from teachers during
extended, independent tasks. The teacher checks student work and annotates their work with
the subject specific target codes that the student has not achieved/demonstrated so far. The
student then copies the coded target from the board or target sheet and immediately
responds to the target
provided by the teacher as a ‘fix-it’. The feedback provided is then timely, specific, meaningful and
contributes to a purposeful learning environment.
If the lesson is not conducive to live marking in class then the same procedure can be applied
retrospectively using target codes when giving feedback and student response time being built in

to the next lesson.

DATA AND ASSESSMENT REPORTING
Each term specific information will be reported in the school’s data management systems; Dynamic
Progress Reporting (DPR) for KS3 and SIMS for KS4 and 5. It is imperative that staff adhere to the
deadlines for the submission of data as the submitted data will be moderated and analysed before
being reported to parents and carers. The dates of these ‘Data Drops’ are already calendarised at the
beginning of each academic year. In addition, the Senior and Middle Leadership Team will need the
data to support their identification of students and/or groups of students for interventions.
DPR AT KS3
An exemplar of a DPR report can be found below:

DPR assesses students based upon their progress in subject specific key objectives which directly link
to the schemes of work covered across the academic year. Assessment judgements are based upon
informal (live marking of class work, homework) and formal (termly assessments, practical
assessments, exam questions) marking giving a holistic snapshot of individual student progress. It is
also allows students, parents and carers to access the progress information at any time through an
online portal and clearly see what achievements have been made and what targets have been set.
This enables a powerful dialogue between school and home.
The achievement codes for DPR are clear and straightforward:

SIMS AND TRACKING MARKSHEETS AT KS4 (RE-SITS) AND KS5
For KS4 (re-sits) and KS5 (A level and BTEC) assessment data is entered onto SIMS during the same
calendared Data Drop window as KS3. KS4 and KS4 teachers are required to report a ‘Working At
Grade’ (WAG) for each Data Drop, it is entered using the exam specification specific grading required
for each subject area; A*-E at A level and D*-P for BTEC subjects.
KS4 and KS5 students adhere to the same formal termly assessment schedule as KS3 and in addition,
subject teachers are expected to track progress every 2 weeks using a tracking spreadsheet (as
directed by their Head of Department) which records their diagnostic exam question/coursework
unit marking. This provides all stakeholders involved with key information on student achievement
and allows close tracking of progress against students ‘Future Predicted Grades’ (FPG) which are set
by ALPS and monitor if they are on track to achieve.
An example of a tracking spreadsheet can be found below:
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To ensure WAG judgements are providing an accurate snapshot of individual student progress, they
are based upon regular informal (live marking of class work, homework) and formal (termly
assessments during assessment week, practical assessments, 2-weekly diagnostic marking of exam
questions) assessment. Any WAG entered should be an accurate reflection of what the student is
likely to end up with on results day based on all the factor above.

EXAM AND MOCK EXAM SCHEDULE
Royal Greenwich Trust School administers two main, summative examination sessions for all year
groups in addition to the final, external, exams sat at GCSE, AS level, A level and BTEC. They are
detailed below;

Year group
Year 7
Year 8
GCSE re-sit
Y12
Y13

Internal examinations
December exams
June exams
December exams
June exams
December mock exams
Pre-Easter mock exams
December mock exams
Pre-Easter mock exams
December mock exams
Pre-Easter mock exams

External examinations
N/A
N/A
November exam session
June exam session
June/July exam session
June/July exam session

The summative exam sessions (both internal and external) have strict protocols which must be
adhered to at all times by both staff and students.

ATTITUDE TO LEARNING
Attitude to Learning grades provide an important opportunity for teachers to communicate to
students and parents/carers about levels of effort, engagement, progress, productivity in lessons
and homework tasks. The Attitude to Learning grades are reported in the following way during the
calendared Data Drop windows:
KS3
These are reported via Dynamic Progress Reporting (DPR) and are reported for each individual
subject area. An example is below:
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The E, G, R and S grades correspond to the following standards:

KS4 (GCSE re-sit) AND KS5
At KS4 (GCSE re-sit) and KS5, Attitude to Learning grades are reported via SIMS and are reported for
each individual subject area. They are reported in the following way:

Effort
1

Excellent effort in every
aspect of the subject

2

Good effort in most
aspects of the subject

3

Requires improvement
in effort

4

Serious concern
regarding effort in the
subject

Behaviour

Homework

Excellent, consistent
behaviour and attitude

Excellent level of homework
and independent learning
demonstrated
Good behaviour and
Good level of homework and
attitude in most lessons
independent learning
demonstrated most of the time
Requires improvement in Requires improvement in the
behaviour and attitude
quality of homework and
independent learning produced
Serious concern regarding Serious concern regarding the
quality of homework and
behaviour and attitude
independent learning produced

The Attitude to Learning grades are monitored during termly Data Drops by the DoL: Behaviour,
Heads of Year and Heads of Department to see whether intervention is required with some students
such as subject, Form Tutor or Head of Year reports as well as parental meetings.
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SECTION 6: EVALUATION OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
Frequent evaluation of teaching and learning has shown to be the most effective form of evaluation.
As such, we use learning walks and evaluation points spread throughout the academic year to
evaluate the quality of teaching and learning. These are not graded; a judgement is recorded on
whether or not the staff member has met the standards set out in the learning walk survey (Google
survey form used) below and a developmental target is set.
The overall percentage of times in which a staff member has met the standards set out in the
learning walk survey is then used to inform their Performance Management Appraisal. The
percentage considered sufficient to partially meet or fully meet a Performance Management Target
should be set by line managers and is moderated by SLT.
The amount of observed teaching time on SLT learning walks is in line with the old model of x3 50
minute formal SLT observations across the year (usually once per term) which, in general, added up
to around 150 minutes. With this is mind, the schedule of observed teaching time should generally
fit the below expectations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Term 1- informal observations (not recorded on Google survey form)
Term 2- approximately 2 learning walks of around 20 minutes each
Term 3- approximately 2 learning walks of around 20 minutes each
Term 4- approximately 2 learning walks of around 20 minutes each
Term 5- approximately 2 learning walks of around 20 minutes each
Term 6- informal observations (not recorded on Google survey form)

If there are concerns raised about the member of staff’s teaching and learning quality then to
support them further, they may be placed on a coaching cycle or staff support plan (please see Staff
Support Procedures and Guidance document to be read in conjunction with the Performance
Management Appraisal procedure). This naturally would increase the amount of learning walks to
ensure that the support put in place is effective for the member of staff to improve their
performance.
The learning walk survey document is as follows:

Area of
focus

What should be
demonstrated

Student
engagement

Are all students
engaged with their
learning and
demonstrating the RGTS
core values?

Marking and
assessment

Evidence of
marking/teacher
assessment

Feedback
1
Actively
engaged

2
Most fully
engaged

3
Some engaged

4
Limited
engagement

1
Regular,
clear and
incisive with

2
Regular and
clear but
with more

3
Sporadic,
generalised
and limited/no

4
Limited/no
marking
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Lesson
planning

Student
progress

Pathway A
book look
(indicate DP)

Pathway B
book look
(indicate DP)

Pathway C
book look
(indicate DP)

Is the planning meeting
the needs of all
students- Are tasks
differentiated
appropriately to
support and challenge
all ability levels/DP?

Does student work
consistently show
appropriate progress
over time relevant to
their pathway/WAG?

•
•
•
•

securely
actioned
student
responses
1
All students
are
consistently
well catered
for and HAPs
are
challenged.
Outstanding
delivery.
1
Outcomes
are securely
suited to
pathways.
Many are
exceeding
flight
path/FGP

limited
student
responses

student
response

2
Most
students well
catered for
and
acceptable
levels of
challenge for
HAPs. Mostly
good
delivery.
2
Outcomes
are suited to
pathways.
Most are on
target to
meet flight
path/FGP

3
Inconsistent in
differentiation
and some
challenge for
HAPs.
Inconsistent
delivery, RI

4
Limited/no
differentiation
and challenge.
Inadequate
delivery.

3
Outcomes are
variable across
pathways.
Some
HAPs/MAPs
are
significantly
not on target
to meet flight
path/FGP

4
Outcomes are
poor across
pathways.
Most are not
on target to
meet flight
path/FGP

Is the work consistent? (Observer will flip through the book/work)
Is the work suitable for their ability level (differentiated)?
Is the work showing progress over time?
Is there regular engagement from the teacher (validity of assessment
judgements)?

An observer will take the 3 books, look at one task they have all completed side by side
and consider if it is what is expected for their ability levels?
Example of book look comment: Sharif O (H2 DP)- working hard but limited evidence of
stretch and challenge. Same work as pathway B
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